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The existing fluence monitor wire scanning system (FMWS) at the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) was installed in 1955. This system in the ATR canal is utilized after every reactor cycle by the ATR Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) to assess the activation of cobalt and nickel dosimeter wires during the cycle. A scoping study was performed to develop a baseline design to ensure that existing capabilities could be replaced with a new system. The proposed new hardware will enable automated measuring of several flux monitor holders without necessitating the removal of the flux wires. An electronically cooled High-Purity Germanium (HPGe) detector will be used along with a new collimator housing to provide high-resolution gamma-ray measurements.

A pre-conceptual design was developed at INL for a Submersible ATR Gamma Examination (SAGE) Scanner. The purpose of the SAGE scanner is to replace the existing flu wire monitoring scanning station so that higher resolution gamma-ray energy data can be obtained more quickly and with reduced personnel radiation exposure. One fundamental design constraint was the ability to measure both the activated Co/Al wire and the activated Ni wire simultaneously. This is made possible using a HPGe detector which can easily distinguish between the energies of the associated gamma-rays. The SAGE scanner will include a receiver for a sample-holding magazine that is designed to accommodate scanning of all the existing FMWH designs. Furthermore, the design of the magazine will provide guidance to experimenters wishing to incorporate new FMWH designs. The magazine will hold multiple FMWHs, enabling the ability to automatically measure the activity from several holders in sequence; a dramatic improvement over the existing system that can only measure one wire at a time.

Another improvement over the existing system is the ability to calibrate the SAGE scanner with a model to determine specific activity directly (instead of requiring a 3-step measurement (that = ionization chamber)). The use of a calculated efficiency for will also enable the ability to expand to other relator dosimeter reactions instead of being limited to only 103Co and 108Co as is presently the case. A wide range of activities can be accommodated by incorporating a vertical axis which can move the activated wire further from the collimator face if the activity is too high. However, the typical specific activity for activated wires is between 1E4 activated wire further from the collimator face if the activity is too high.

The conceptual design of the SAGE scanner has led to the development of two viable replacements for an aging FMWS system. Many advantages can be realized with the new system including:

- Higher fidelity measurements,
- Greater flexibility in material selection,
- Higher resolution scanning,
- Reduced operator dose, and
- Improved personnel efficiency.